
What is a Farmsquare?
A Farmsquare is a 1 by 1 
meter modular planter 
box that allow di�erent 
types of plants to grow a 
layer of safe growing
mixed.

How Community Farmsquare works?
Residents can adopt a Farmsquare which we will train 
folks  to grow food in it. Adopters not only have some 
fresh and safe food grown right from their neighborhood, 
but also have more opportunities to interact with Nature 
and People around them.

Activities
Community Farmsquare will operate weekdays and 
weekend:
- public / adopters can �nd their time to hands-on
- educational programmes for pre-schoolers
- during weekend we will run regular family and social 
bonding programmes such as workshops
 
Our Goals
Work: Employment opportunity for elderly and folks who 
stays near.
Learn: To have educational programmes for pre-schoolers 
from nearby schools.
Live: Create a sense of belonging to the Space, People and 
Nature where we lives in.
Heal: Each Farmsquare return some bio-diversity backs to 
Nature.
Play:  Learn to Play, Play to Learn.
 

How are we growing safe food?
Each Farmsquare is a modular box made of eco-friendly 
wood composite. The plants will be relying on thick 
layer of  growing-mixed are 100% plant-based supplied 
and we grow diversity of plants in each 1 by 1 meter 
Farmsquare.
 
When are we starting?
Early next year 2014. We pushing hard for this.

Where is  it?

How much does it costs per adoption?
Each adoption is S$300, which we will only collect this 
amount from you when the site is ready to start. For 
each adoption, we will grow a Farmsquare (1 by 1meter) 
of food for you by the folks staying near by the 
community.
 
You can also make a special pledge of S$1000 for a 
Farmsquare. This will help us develop an educational 
programmes for the pre-schoolers nearby!
 
What types of food we talking about?
We are coming out with a list of tropical vegetables and 
herbs that we are more con�dent of growing in our 
climate.
 
Can you choose type of plants to grow?
Yes for plants within the list. Once the site get started, 
we plant to have proper nursery, seed saving 
programmes and allow each Farmsquare to grow a 
special recipe!
 
"I don't stay near Hougang!"
This pilot site will allow us to develop a proper 
self-sustaining model so we can implement in more  
places around Singapore.

Your kind adoption will allow us to kick start. You can 
choose to visit during weekends  with your family to 
harvest your food or let us help you share them to the 
people who needs it.

SIGNUP FOR ADOPTION
MAKE THIS HAPPEN           
http://goo.gl/cWmzu2


